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INTRODUCTION

Hot coz has often been considered as an isolator for large, short-

pulse COZ laser systems because of the hot COZ line-to-line absorption

coincidences with the C02 laser transitions. Schappert’ first showed

that in the absence of beam diameter reduction, hot C02 was unsuitable

“becauseof its large saturation flux. Feldman, et.al,,2 showed that

hot COZ is a potentially attractive baseline precursor suppressor be-

cause of the difference in the bandwidth of the undesirable baseline

and the desirable short pulse. Feldman subsequently showed3 that by

reducing the beam diameter in the hot C02 (and therefore raising the

intensity) the effective saturation parameter of hot (X12could be re-

duced so that it would simultaneously behave as a practical saturable

absorber and as a pulse bandwidth-discriminating baseline suppressor.

ONE NP.NOSECOND PULSE RESULTS

Al;h;ugh hot C02 was originally considered for quarter-nanosecond

systerns‘ , we have elected to first check our theoretical understanding

by using the recently available one-nanosecond pulses from the Giga-

Watt Test Facility (GWTF) in TSL-85. The results reported here are in

relatively good agreement with theory. The experimental setup (as shown

in Fig. 1] is as follows: a one nanosecond duration 1/2 millijoules

switched-out pulse from the smoothing-tube stabilized GWTF oscillator

was directed through two heated pyrex’cells filled with C02 and fitted

with NaCl windows at Brewster’s angle. The cells were 190 cm long of
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which 160 cm were heated to 300 j-.10° C for a total heated path of 320 cm.

Temperatures were measured with three chromel-alumel thermocouples on

each cell. The 1 ns pulse clipper consisted of a CdTe crystal (8 mm x

81Nnx 4cm) switched by a 13 - 16 kv pulse from a laser-triggered

spark gap. The resulting pulses were detected by a Molectron P5-00

pyroelectric det-ctor, and signals were recorded on a Tektronix 7904

oscilloscope.

Figure 2 shows typical results. Note the growth of the second

peak as the C02 pressure is increased. Even at zero torr hot C02

there is a second peak; this is merely ringing in the 7904. This

ringing was subtracted from each picture before evaluating the ringing

due to the hot COZ. Figure 3 shows the measured corrected ratio of

the second peak to the first peak as a function of hot COZ pressure.

This figure indicates what has already been known; that in the linear

regime one must use low COZ pressures to reduce the undesired secondary

ringing. lJnfortunately,at these reduced pressures the baseline re-

jection will be only slight since CXOJL, the absorption coefficient

times cell length, is small (0.554/torr up to 5 torr). The calculated

- aOR) is shown in Fig. 4. Note thatbaseline reduction factor (e

adeqliatebaseline reduction is not available at

is why hot C02 operating as a linear filter was—..—
nanosecond systems; good baseline rejection and

low pressures. This

not proposed for one

lack of ringing are

incompatible for one nanosecond pulse durations.

Saturation of either the hot C02 or the subsequent amplifier

chain will reduce the secondary ringing. Although the pulse did

not have enough energy to saturate the entire sample length of COZ,

we telescoped the beam diameter down to see if any evidence of hot

C02 saturation could be obtained; our results showed only a slight

reduction of the second peak. The testing of saturated operation

of hot COZ at one nanosecond will be addressed in a future experiment.

170 PICOSECOND RESULTS - PULSE COMPRESSION IN SF6

To test the effects of hot CO: on pulses shorter than one nano-

second, we were first tempted to use the ultrashort pulses generated
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by optical Free-Induction Decay4 (an effect also obtain~d in hot COZ),

but these FID pulses are characteristicallydifferent from the electro-

optically switched-out pulses. The FID pulses have a narrow spectral

notch missing from an otherwise broad spectrum, and there is post-pulse

temporal ringing out of phase with the main lobe. In our attempt to

obtain a shorter pulse we have tried to compress a one nanosecond

switched-out pulse by saturating SFG in a short cell. The beam was

telescoped down to a 3 m diameter (corresponding to% 5 MW/cm2 in

the one nanosecond pulse) and was passed through a 3.3 cm-long cell

of SF6 heated to 120°. Unfortunately, at this time, all Molectron

detectors had been unable to meet the sensitivity originally speci-

fied, and all had been returned to the factory for repair. A Rofin

photon-drag detector with slightly different ringing characteristics

had to be used. After passage through the SFG; the pulse passed

through the hot COZ cells and then through amplifiers 1 and 2. The

amplifiers were needed becalse of the attenuation in the SFG ( ~ 90%).

Fig. 5 shows typical results obtained with 10 torr of hot C02 in the

cells. As the pressure of the SF6 was increased, the hot C02-induced

ringing was reduced. Several data points were taken at each of a set

of SF6 pressures; the averaged results are graphed in Fig. 6. Again,

detector and scope ringing was subtracted prior to obtaining this

figure.

Although this evidence is preliminary, it is consistent with the

explanation that at 18 torr, the SFG cell reduced the pulse duration

by a factor rf 6; this would have reduced the hot C02-induced ringing

by just that same factor. In our numerical simulations in 3.5 meters

of hot C02, the ratio of the second peak to the first is approximately

0.61 Tp/T2, where Tp is the FW$M duration of the pulse and T2 is the

homogeneous lifetime of the absorbing transition. There are, of course,

other explanations which do not require SF6 induced

these other possibilities must be e’;~minatedbefore

that shortening does occur. We intend to carefully

pulse shortening;

we can be assured

measure the shorten-
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ing effect with the new 5 GHz scope and fast detectors.

All results obtained thus far have been free of any conflicts

with our theoretical models of short pulse propagation in resonant

absorbers.
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Fig. 5

Artists’ Reconstruction of Osci11ograms Showing the Reduced Ringing in the
Hot CO When the Pressure in the Preceding 3.3 cm SF Cell is Increased -
The Ve?tical Scales are Different on Each of These T~aces
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Measured Ratio of Hot CO -Induced Secondary Peak as a Function of
Pressure in the.3.3-Cm S?6 Cell (T= 49° C)


